Rural Internet Access Committee (RIAC)
Agenda for the

Thursday, June 6, 2019 Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Wildwood City Hall – Community Room
16860 Main Street, Wildwood, Missouri 63040
This meeting will be Livestreamed and Recorded.

1. Welcome And Roll Call
2. Approval Of Minutes From The Meeting Of May 22, 2019
3. Discussion Regarding The Preliminary Findings Presented At The May 22nd Meeting By
CTC Technology And Energy, The City’s Consultant Engaged To Develop Workable
Solutions To Solve The City’s Rural Internet Access Issues
Documents:
III.A. SUMMARY OF OPTIONS.PDF
III.B. SUMMARY OF APPROACHES PROPOSED BY CONSULTANT.PDF
III.C. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES TO ALTERNATE
APPROACHES.PDF
III.D. WILDWOOD FIBER STRATEGY PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION MAY 22,
2019.PDF
4. Next Steps For Committee
5. Other Items For Consideration
6. Public Comments
7. Next Meeting Date – To Be Determined
8. Closing Remarks And Adjournment

If you would like to submit a comment regarding an item on this meeting agenda,
please visit the Form Center.

Note: The Rural Internet Access Committee will consider and act upon these matters listed above and any such others
as may be presented at the meeting and determined appropriate for discussion at that time.

If you would like to submit a comment regarding an item on this meeting agenda,
please visit the Form Center.

Note: The Rural Internet Access Committee will consider and act upon these matters listed above and any such others
as may be presented at the meeting and determined appropriate for discussion at that time.
Accessibility and Accommodations for All Groups: The City of Wildwood will provide reasonable accommodations
for persons attending Rural Internet Access Committee meetings. Requests for reasonable accommodations
should be made by contacting Jessica Stirmlinger, Deputy City Clerk at 636 -458-0440 or email at
jessica@cityofwildwood.com at least 48 hours prior to the start of the meeting.

City of Wildwood, MO
Options for Improving Broadband Service
June 2019
The City of Wildwood faces supply constraints on the provision of high-speed internet access. In
particular, residents on the west side of the City, have limited—if any—broadband choices. The
reasons for the short supply are that the cost of fiber construction is extremely high and
wireless coverage is challenging. This means ISPs cannot provide ubiquitous coverage and
obtain a reasonable rate of return. As a result, ISPs will tend to serve only those areas of the
west side where costs of construction are lower or able to serve a location with wireless.
Solving this problem will require some kind of subsidy; that is, funding sources that do not need
a rate of return or recovery.
The high cost to build is driven by several factors:
o Low housing density (low number of households per street-mile)
o Long “drop” distances (long driveways)
o The predominance of underground construction, which is more costly than aerial
construction.
o Rocky soil conditions, which make the cost of underground construction
especially high.
There are some ways to reduce the construction costs, such as by using internal crews rather
than contractors, and other such steps. These will help somewhat but not come close to solving
the cost issue.
In terms of technology choices, wireless expansion has helped in the short-term but is not the
long-term solution for coverage that is both ubiquitous and robust. The wireless ISPs (WISPs)
operating in Wildwood—Bayes ET and Wisper—concur that wireless is not the long-term or
comprehensive solution in Wildwood. They have tried expansion of wireless, but these
attempts will not meet long-term needs.
Rather, what’s required for most of Wildwood is a fiber-to-the-premises (FTTP) or a hybrid fiber
coaxial (HFC) buildout. If Spectrum were to expand into the west side of the city, they would
use HFC because this is their existing network platform. If another ISP were to build, they would
most likely use FTTP. Either way, a wired network would be required to serve most of the City’s
residents, with wireless solutions perhaps deployed on a case-by-case basis for particularly
hard-to-reach premises.
Carrying out such a buildout will require substantial subsidies, or funding that will not be
recovered. Potential sources include:
o Investment funding from an ISP. However, the ISP will need a rate of return on
the investment. The City of Wildwood cannot expect any ISP fund a project that
does not provide a reasonable rate of return.

o Contribution from City. City should not expect a recovery of these funds in the
short or long term.
o Contribution from residents (HOA, individual groups, other). Residents should
not expect a recovery of these funds in the short or long term. An indirect
benefit to homeowners is increased home value and faster resale potential once
a robust broadband connection is in place.
o Grants would be nice to receive; however, it does not appear that Wildwood is
eligible for any current federal or other grant programs.
CTC examined eight approaches to solving these problems (see “Wildwood Approach
Advantages Disadvantages” and “Wildwood Approach Summary”). Of the eight, three appear to
be the most reasonable:
1: City Builds and Leases Dark Middle Mile. Under this scenario, the City would build middlemile fiber and provide ISPs access to this fiber. The ISPs would then deploy, own and operate
last mile infrastructure—outside plant (OSP) and electronics—and provide retail services. This
allows the ISP to connect neighborhoods on a case-by-case basis, avoiding the cost to connect
neighborhood-to-neighborhood.
For a ubiquitous buildout, the middle-mile portion represents a low percentage of the total
cost. One disadvantage of this approach is that it may still leave many neighborhoods unserved;
the highest-cost neighborhoods may still not be addressed1. One advantage is that this may
provide a relatively fast solution and reduced costs to solve the problem in the lower-cost
neighborhoods. One question to resolve: if residents help subsidize the cost to build the last
mile– do they prefer to own, or perhaps prefer to avoid owning) the fiber.
Bays ET suggested a variation on the above approach in which the City just installs conduit, then
Bays ET (or another provider selected following an RFP process) pulls fiber when required. This
would reduce the City’s implementation and operation costs but might limit attractiveness to
other ISPs. From a control and protection perspective, City might be better served with owning
and controlling both the middle-mile fiber and conduit.
2: Offer Cash Incentives. Under this scenario, the City would issue an RFP offering funds for any
ISP willing to provide broadband coverage guarantees as specified in the RFP. Spectrum would
be expected to respond, others might. This approach has the potential of meeting core
objectives—availability on a near-ubiquitous basis and contractually-guaranteed coverage and
performance—at a lower cost than building middle-mile fiber or. This approach would require a
legal review.

1

The high cost to build is driven by last-mile costs. Many neighborhoods will require other funding sources
(homeowners associations, residents, other) for last mile construction. The availability of middle-mile fiber does
not address the high cost of last mile fiber.

3: Expand Wireless Assets. Under this scenario, the City would expand placement of poles and
other assets for WISPs, and streamline permitting and other processes for underground fiber
placement. However, by itself, this approach is unlikely to achieve much more than what the
City is doing today. This approach might be more effective if done in conjunction with one of
the previous two approaches.
A hybrid of the above three basic approaches may be needed. CTC recommends that Wildwood
engage in an RFP/RFI approach to solicit interest from ISPs for each approach and allow a range
of ISPs to respond. It is expected that the various ISPs will have preferences. For example, Bays
ET will likely favor the middle mile approach, Wisper will likely to favor wireless expansion, and
Spectrum is likely to favor cash incentives.

Summary of Approaches Proposed by CTC Technology & Energy
Approach
A: City Offers Retail
Services
In addition to the FTTP
network, the city owns
and operates the network
electronics and runs a
business providing retail
services
B. City Enables Open
Access
Same as A, except the City
does not provide retail
services; rather, it enables
open-access services to
approved ISPs

FTTP
C. City Enables Private
Open Access Provider
Same as B, except that a
third-party owns and
operates the electronics
and enables open-access
services to ISPs
D. City Leases Dark FTTP
The City only leases the
dark FTTP to a private
provider who owns and
operates all electronics
and provides retail service

Capital
Expense
$64.2 million
citywide (or
$31.4 for lowdensity areas),
at a 35 percent
take-rate
including drop
costs
$64.4 million
citywide (or
$31.6 for lowdensity areas),
at a 35 percent
take-rate
including drop
costs (includes
addition of
management
software)
$49.0 million
citywide ($30.8
million, lowdensity only)
assuming City
does not pay
drop costs
$49.0 million
citywide ($30.8
million, lowdensity only)
assuming City
does not pay
drop costs

Impact on
Broadband
Availability
High

Likelihood
Financial
Success
Low

Likelihood of
Meeting
Service Goals
High

High

Low

Moderate

High

Low

Moderate

High

Low

Moderate

Approach

Middle Mile
Fiber

Incentives

Capital
Expense

Impact on
Broadband
Availability
Low to
Moderate

Likelihood
Financial
Success
Low to
Moderate

Likelihood of
Meeting Service
Goals
Low to Moderate

E. City Leases Dark Middle
Mile
City provides access to
middle-mile fiber to third
parties. The third parties
own and operate last mile
infrastructure—OSP and
electronics—and provide
retail services

$4.3 million

F: Offer Cash Incentives
The City issues an RFP
offering funds for any ISP
willing to provide coverage
guarantees with broadband
service. Spectrum would be
expected to respond,
others might
G. Expand Wireless Assets
The City expands
placement of poles and
other assets for WISPs and
streamlines permitting and
other processes for
underground fiber
placement

$2.5 million to
$3.5 million
(estimate
based upon
discussions
with
Spectrum)

Moderate to
High

Moderate

Moderate

TBD, but
minimal

Low

High

Low

H: Continue on Same Path
The City supports pole
additions as requested and
streamlines permitting and
other processes for
underground fiber
placement

TBD, but
minimal

Low

High

Low

Advantages & Disadvantages to Each Proposed Approach by CTC Technology & Energy
Approach
A. City Offers Retail Services
City owns and operates the
FTTP network (OSP and
electronics) and provides
retail services

Advantages
City controls when and how
its residents and businesses
get served

City controls service
performance attributes
City owns infrastructure OSP

Disadvantages

Example

Extremely difficult to
maintain positive cash flow;
may require significant
support from general fund
and contributions from
households or other sources
Requires City to become
retail provider, a role with
which it has no experience
Requires City to become
network operator, a role
with which it has no
experience
Requires periodic
replacement of electronics
(City responsibility)

Extremely high risk (financial
and operational)
Model is more difficult
(operations, financing, and
cash flow) when the City is
not associated with a
municipal electric utility

Chattanooga TN (municipal
electric utility)

City controls when and how
its residents and businesses
get served

City controls service
performance attributes

Offers consumers multiple
retail providers
City owns infrastructure OSP

City not required to provide
retail service

Requires City to become a
registered CLEC in MO for
pole attachments (an
Ameren requirement) or do
all construction underground
Extremely difficult to
maintain positive cash flow
(may require significant
support from general fund
and contributions from
households or other sources)
Requires City to become
network operator, a role
with which it has no
experience
In U.S. markets, few
examples and limited success
Providers have different
take-rate objectives than
FTTP owner and operator
(providers will profit at much
lower take-rates than what
the operator needs to cover
costs)
Requires periodic
replacement of electronics
(City responsibility)
High cost to deploy FTTP in
western portion of city

All FTTP models impacted by
the high cost in western
portion of city due to the low
household density
Substantial funding from
households to support
buildout costs in western
portion of the city likely
required

Extremely high cost to
deploy FTTP in western
portion of the city

B. City Enables Open Access
City owns and operates FTTP
(OSP and electronics) and
provides open access
services

Comment

City legal input required

Extremely high risk (financial
and operational)
U.S. efforts have struggled to
attract providers to
participate
Model requires a substantial
number of providers to work
(based on examples in
Europe)
UTOPIA (11 Utah
municipalities)

All FTTP models impacted by
the high cost in western
portion of city due to the low
household density
Substantial funding from
households to support
buildout costs in western
portion of the city likely
required
City legal input required

Requires City to become a
registered CLEC in MO (for
pole attachments) or do all
construction underground

Approach
C. City Enables Open Access
Provider
City owns and operates FTTP
(OSP); third party owns and
operates electronics and
provides open access
services

Advantages
City has influence of service
performance attributes

Offers consumers multiple
retail providers

City owns infrastructure OSP

City has partial control over
where OSP is deployed
City not required to provide
retail service

D. City Leases Dark FTTP
City owns and operates FTTP
(OSP); third party owns and
operates electronics and
provides retail services

City has influence over
service performance
attributes

City owns infrastructure OSP

City has controls (partially)
where OSP is deployed
City not required to provide
retail service

Disadvantages
Extremely difficult to
maintain positive cash flow
(may require substantial
support from general fund
and contributions from
households or other sources)
Providers have different
take-rate objectives than
FTTP owner and operator
(providers will profit at much
lower take-rates than what
the operator needs to cover
costs)
Model not proven it can be
replicated (in terms of
attracting ISPs and other
attributes)
Risk increases if City required
to guarantee revenue to
Network Operator
Requires city to become a
registered CLEC in MO (for
pole attachments) or do all
construction underground
Provider payment to access
dark FTTP unlikely to cover
cost of debt service and
operating costs of the dark
FTTP
Model not proven it can be
replicated (in terms of ability
to attract ISPs and other
attributes)
High cost to deploy FTTP in
western portion of City

Example

Comment

Extremely high risk (financial
and operational)
Uses a $3,000 connection fee
per household to help fund
construction and requires at
least 60 percent participation
before deployment

Ammon ID

All FTTP models impacted by
the high cost in western
portion of City due to the low
household density
Substantial funding from
households to support
buildout costs in western
portion of the City likely
required
City legal input required

High risk (financial)
In Huntsville, the third party
(Google) owns the drops. In
Westminster the City owns
the drops (Ting provides
service)

Huntsville AL and
Westminster MD

City required to become a
registered CLEC in MO (for
pole attachments) or do all
construction underground

All FTTP models impacted by
the high cost in western
portion of City due to the low
household density
Substantial funding from
households to support
buildout costs in western
portion of the City likely
required
City legal input required

E. City Leases Dark Middle
Mile
City owns and operates fiber
middle-mile; third party
owns and operates last mile
(OSP and electronics) and
provides retail services

Reduces City’s financial
requirements over FTTP

City not required to provide
retail service

City owns middle-mile fiber

Provider payment to access
dark middle mile unlikely to
cover cost of debt service
and operating costs of the
middle mile fiber
Model not proven it can be
replicated (in terms of ability
to attract ISPs and other
attributes)
Providers likely to build to
only selected neighborhoods
(not ubiquitous coverage) –
due to high cost to deploy
FTTP in western portion of
City
City required to become a
registered CLEC in MO (for
pole attachments) or do all
construction underground

Moderate risk (attracting
last-mile providers)
Ting is retail provider in Holly
Springs and Wake Forest
All FTTP models impacted by
the high cost in western
portion of City due to the low
household density
Holly Springs NC and Wake
Forest NC

Substantial funding (to lastmile provider) required from
households to support
buildout costs in western
portion of the city likely
required to achieve
ubiquitous coverage
City legal input required

Approach

Advantages

Disadvantages

F. Offer Cash Incentives
City provides financial
incentives to private provider

Relatively low cost (when
compared to middle mile
options)

Potential legal restrictions or
hurdles (can City make
contribution and not own
asset?)
Depends upon ISP decisions
on when and where to build
(contract requirements
might reduce this
disadvantage)
No direct recovery of
investment

Has potential of meeting
core objectives (availability
and performance) with lower
cost than middle-mile fiber
City not required to provide
retail service

Example

Comment

Moderate to low risk
(enforcing negotiated
requirements)

Spectrum (formerly Charter)
provided a proposal to
Wildwood based on this
approach in 2011
City legal input required

G. Expand Wireless Assets
Expand placement of poles
and other assets for WISPs
and seek to streamline
permitting and other
processes for underground
fiber placement

Minimizes City’s financial
requirements

Minimal impact to
availability of broadband in
Western portion of City

City not required to provide
retail service

Unlikely to meet all
availability and performance
objectives
Wireless has long term
limitations of coverage and
performance in western
portion of City
Limited influence on
availability of ubiquitous
broadband

H. Continue on Same Path
Continue as-is & look at
streamlining permitting and
other processes for
underground fiber
placement

Minimizes City’s financial
requirements

Minimal impact to
availability of broadband in
Western portion of City

City not required to provide
retail service

Unlikely to meet all
availability and performance
objectives
Wireless has long term
limitations of coverage and
performance in western
portion of City
Limited influence on
availability of ubiquitous
broadband

High risk (reaching
objectives)
Low risk (financial)

High risk (reaching
objectives)
Low risk (financial)

Wildwood Fiber Strategy
Rural Internet Access Committee
May 22, 2019

Discussion Topics
• FTTP cost estimates
– Role of Ameren
– High, medium, and low density areas

• Range of potential approaches
• Cost of Ownership
– Dark FTTP Huntsville Model
– Middle Mile

• Next steps and schedule
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FTTP Cost Estimate

Slide 2

Role of Ameren
• Does not have a need for FTTP
– Limited drivers for fiber beyond distribution substations

• Supportive but Ameren needs to follow policies and
regulations
• Positioned to provide long-haul transport
• Existing fiber on transmission does not support FTTP
– Adding mid-span splice points not practical

• Pole attachments
– Attacher must be registered with the Missouri Public Service
Commission
– Ameren attachment fee is regulated
– Ameren required to charge pole make ready expenses
Slide 3

Segments (premises density)
High

Low

Street Miles

59.33

79.88

259.67

Total Passings

5,904

3,544

3,473

Average Passings per
Mile (PPM)

99.51

44.37

13.37

101.82

46.51

13.33

Median PPM

Slide 4

Medium

FTTP and Backbone Costs
Phase

Slide 5

Distribution
Plant
Mileage

Total Cost
(without
drops)

Passings

Cost per
Cost Per
Passing
Plant Mile
(Distribution (Distribution
Only)
Only)
$1,390
$131,000

High Density
Medium
Density

63

$8,190,000

5,900

84

10,077,000

3,540

$2,840

$120,000

Low Density

256

26,458,000

3,470

$7,620

$103,000

Backbone

Shared
Routes (116)

4,315,000

na

na

Total

403

$49,040,000

$3,800

$120,000

12,920

Estimated Lit FTTP Cost
Cost Component

Total Estimated Cost

OSP

$49.0 million

Central Network Electronics

2.3 million

FTTP Service Drop and Lateral
Installations

10.0 million

CPE

2.9 million

Total Estimated Cost:

$64.2 million

Above estimate assumes a 35 percent take rate
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CA

CA

FTTP Cost Comparison
Cost per Passing (OSP only)

$10,000

$9,000
$9,013

$8,000
$8,032

$7,000
$7,573

$6,000

$5,000
$4,642
$4,583
$4,477

$1,911
$1,581
$1,543

$1,000
$1,397
$1,375
$1,034
$1,059
$4,691
$4,887

$4,000
$3,840

$1,708

$3,795

$3,000
$3,038
$3,249
$2,798

$1,533
$1,540
$1,631
$1,949

$1,018
$1,342
$1,459
$1,395

$-
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Cost Per Mile
$450,000

$300,000

$250,000

$200,000
150

$150,000
100

$100,000

$50,000
50

$0
0

Cost per Mile
Passings per Mile

Passings per Mile

FTTP Cost Comparison
300

$400,000

$350,000
250

200

Range of Potential Approaches
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FTTP Approaches
FTTP Approach
A: City Offers Retail Services
In addition to the FTTP network, the city owns and operates
the network electronics and runs a business providing retail
services

B: City Enables Open Access
Same as A, except the City does not provide retail services;
rather, it enables open-access services to approved ISPs

C: City Enables Private Open Access Provider
Same as B, except that a third-party owns and operates the
electronics and enables open-access services to ISPs

D: City Leases Dark FTTP
The City only leases the dark FTTP to a private provider who
owns and operates all electronics and provides retail service
Slide 10

Capital
Expense
$64.2 million citywide (or
$31.4 for low-density
areas), at a 35 percent takerate including drop costs

Impact on
Broadband
Availability
High

Likelihood
Likelihood of
Financial Meeting Service
Success
Goals
Low
High

$64.4 million citywide (or
High
$31.6 for low-density
areas), at a 35 percent takerate including drop costs
(includes addition of
management software)
$49.0 million citywide
High
($30.8 million, low-density
only) assuming City does
not pay drop costs

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

$49.0 million citywide
($30.8 million, low-density
only) assuming City does
not pay drop costs

Low

Moderate

High

Middle Mile or Incentive Approached
Approach
E. City Leases Dark Middle Mile
Middle
Mile Fiber

Capital
Expense
$4.3 million

City provides access to middle-mile fiber to
third parties. The third parties own and operate
last mile infrastructure—OSP and electronics—
and provide retail services

Impact on
Broadband
Availability
Low to
Moderate

$2.5 million to Moderate to
High
The City issues an RFP offering funds for any ISP $3.5 million
(estimate
willing to provide coverage guarantees with
based on
broadband service. Spectrum would be
discussion with
expected to respond, others might
Spectrum)
Minimal
Low
G. Expand Wireless Assets

F: City Offers Cash Incentives

Incentives

Likelihood of
Meeting Service
Goals
Low to Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

Low

High

Low

The City expands placement of poles and other
assets for WISPs and streamlines permitting
and other processes for underground fiber
placement

H: Continue on Same Path
Slide 11

Likelihood of
Financial
Success
Low to
Moderate

The City supports pole additions as requested
and streamlines permitting and other processes
for underground fiber placement

Minimal

Low

Cost of Ownership
Dark FTTP – Huntsville Model

Slide 12

Dark FTTP – Huntsville Model
• City
– Installs FTTP
OSP
– Maintains
FTTP OSP

• Partner
– Installs drops
– Installs
electronics
– Sells services

Slide 13

Dark FTTP – Wildwood Low Density
• Investment $29.01 million
– Includes test equipment and fiber management
software
– Includes 55 percent of middle-mile

• Initial borrowing $31.33 million
• Debt service payment of $2.39 million per year
• Operating & maintenance expenses of $450,000
per year
• Depreciation reserve of $29,360 per year
Slide 14

Dark FTTP – Wildwood Low Density
• Required fee in order to maintain positive cash
flow
– $69.00 per passing per month
– Does not include drop cost
– Does not include service fees
Google pays Huntsville Municipal Utilities an equivalent
of $7.50 per passing per month
Slide 15

Segments (premises density)
High

Low

Street Miles

59.33

79.88

259.67

Total Passings

5,904

3,544

3,473

Average Passings per
Mile (PPM)

99.51

44.37

13.37

101.82

46.51

13.33

Median PPM
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Medium

Cost of Ownership
Middle Mile
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Middle Mile Fiber
• Investment $4.40 million
– Includes test equipment and fiber management
software

• Initial borrowing $4.42 million
• Annual cost of $434,300
– Debt service payment of $336,300 per year
– Operating & maintenance expenses of $82,000 per
year
– Depreciation reserve of $16,000 per year
Slide 18

Next Steps and Schedule
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Next Steps
• Collect feedback
• Prepare draft report
– Submit to City first week of June

• City review and comment
– Second week of June

• Release final report
– End of June
Slide 20

Discussion & Questions
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